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ABSTRACT , 
A model of full-available bunch with 

Poissonian flow of primary calls is con
sidered. Service time consists of three ' 
exponentially distributed phases. Accor
ding to the cause of the refusal there 
are two types of . repeating subscribers in 
the model: due to all the types of 
losses 'that the subscriber explains by 
blocking and due to the no answer of the 
called subscriber. For given model a con~ 
sequence of approximate calculation algo
rit~s is built, based on conservation 
laws and on changing of the structure of 
input flow of calls and service shhedule. 
Besides the method description the paper 
contains analytical and numarical stu~ 
of the accuracy of proposed method. The 
paper conSiders the results of the appli
cation of the model to the calculation of 
characteristics of direct bunch of chan
nels in toll telephone system. 

1.INTRODUCTION 
The number of repeated calls increa

ses with raise of the'level of telephone 
system automatization. The influence ,of 
repeated calls is higher in the toll tele
phone systems. The necessity of studying 
of repeated calls' problem leads to the 
appearance of mode~, in which different 
aspects of interaction between subscriber 
and ' servicing system are taken into acco
unt. Among the great number of papers on 
the problem it is sufficient to mention ' 
only some works published in the proceed
ings of the last teletraffic congresses, ' 
where one can find references to the ear
lier studies. We name -the papers of Le 
Gall P~ [11 1 ,Ionin G.L. ,Sedol 1.1. [21, 
Evars R. 1?J ; Gosztony G. [4], Shneps
Shneppe M. A. ~] and some others. -They 
state the essence of the problem and give 
the results of stUdies of some models 
with repeated calls. 

The application of the proposed mo
dels is possible in the case when there 
is accurate or effective enough approxi
mate method of calculation of their cha~ 
acteristics. Due to the large dimension of 
stochastic processes,' describing the func
tioning of model with repeated calls,we 
succeeded -in obtaining accurate form~ae 
or calculation algorithms only for a small 
class of models , for the simplest cases of 

subscriber behaviour. ' As result, the on
ly wa~/. to estimate the characteristics " 
is 'to use approximate methods. Construc~ 
tingthe models with repeated calls dif~ 
ferent aspects of the interaction betwe
en subscriber and service system should 
be taken into account. It follows that 
a whole class of model~appeared with 
different assumptions'on subscriber be
haviour after refusal. For that reason 
among the approximate methods the most 
important are those tba t can be easily 
formalized and extended from one subscri
ber behaviour model to another.Some -re
sults obtained in constructing of such 
methods are presented in the --book [6] 
recently published. The English review 
can be find in [7]." Our purpose ' is to ap
ply methods given in -[~ to calculation ' 
of the 'model of the direct bunch of chan
nels in toll telephone system. 

2. MODlIL 
2.1 Operation Scheme 

A Poisson flow of primary calls of 
intensity 'A comes to full-available 
bunch of v lines'. The incoming call oc
CUpies an arbitrary free '· line for the ' 
time of connection that is exponentially 
distributed with a parameter equal to -
w1 • The phase corresponds to the pass
ing time of the call from the calling 
subscriber to the -called subscriber.After 
the first phase with 'a probability P~P2 
the subscriber continues occupying -the 
line for -the second and third servicing ' 
phases, that are exponentially distribu
ted with parameters w2' and ' w3• ' 

With probability - P (1-P~ the 
duration of the second -phase is exponen
tially distri/buted with parameter eq
ual to w 11 and after its· completion the 
subscribe~ frees the line. 'Here (1-P~) 
is the probability ' of called subscrieer
being busy, and (1-P ) is the probabili~ 
ty of non-answer of 2 called subscriber. 
The values of 1/wz./ and 1/w2" are the 
mean listening time of ringing tone. It 
depends on if the conversation takes pla
ce or not. In such way the process of ' 
occupying the line by the call is des- -
cribed. Now pass to the formation of re-
peated call sources (ReS). ' 

Primary or repeated call entering . 
the system with probability a gets re-
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fusal before the input of the bunch. This 
event with probability H' leads to appe
arance of ReS of the first type, from 
which the repeated call comes in a random 
time, exponentially ' distributed with para
meter equal to s1 • The cause of the ap
pearance of such ReS is thelosses on . 
the input into the toll telephone system. 
ReS of the first type is also formed in 
all the cases when subscriber explains 
the refusal by blocking. The event takes 
place with probability H if all the li
nes are busy, after unsuccessful ending 
of the first phase of service and if the 
called subs criber is busy. ReS of the se
cond type is formed with probability Z 
due to non-answer of the called subscriber 
The repeated call in this case comes in , 
random time, exponentially distributed 
with parameter s2. The relation between 
s1 and s2 usually has a form ,s1> s2. 
Model scheme is given i n t he Fig.1. 

a{J-H) (1-1-1) (1-~)(f-H) 

ClH H (1-FnH 

~ A 6) 
j1 • ® 1/W1 '-+ .... . )-+J S 
• 1 1 ~ : 1/W,.' "/ws J1.. • r .. M.}---+ J2, sl, ® -fjw2'1 

P1( ~ 1 
~ 

1--2, 

Fig.1 
Model operation is described by Mar

kovian process of the form 
Y'(t) = (j1(t),j2(t},i1(t),i2 , ( t), 

12,,(t) ,i3( t)), -

,where jk(t) - is t he number of RCS of 
k-th type at time t k=1,2 and i 1 (t), 
i 2 ,(t),i2,,(t),i3(t) are the number ' of 
bunch lines,occupied at time t for cor
responding service phase. , 

Denote by P .. pro-
j1,j2,11,12"i2",i3 

babilities of stationary states of model 
tba t further for the aim of simplicity we 
shall denote by P';i • Here j = (j1,j2)' 
i = (i1,i2tti2",i3~. Using the s t andart 
procedure for ,yet) it is possible to 
write out the system of statistical equi
librium equations that we do not present 
here for being bulky. 
2.2 Probability Characteristics of Model 

Let 1 = i 1 +1.2 ,+i2,,+i3 • Let us def
ine some probabilistic characteristics of 
the model: 
- the probability of blocking for primary 
calls due to all lines of the bunch busy 

B = ~ ~ P .. , (her.e ~ means 
j l=v J,1 j 

summation with respect to all j1,j2 in 
interval from 0 to CXj ); 

- the mean number of subscribers of k-th 
type who repeat their calls 

J k = z: >- P. . jk' k=1 ,2; 
. , j ~ J,~ , 
- the mean number of bunch lines oc
cupied 'for corresponding service phase 

la = ~ ~ P
J
' i i a , a = 1, 2', 2",3; 

. , J n:v ' 
- the total loss probability for the ca
lls arriving at the input of t~e bunch 

Bc = «AB+J1s1+J2s 2)(1-a) + 11w1 (1-P1) + 
+ 12"w2,,) / «A+J1s1+J2s 2)(1-a)), 

k=1,2 ); 

- the mean number of repeated calls to 
one prim~ 
,M = (J1s1+J2s2) / A 
- the -mean number -of refusals to one 
connection 

Q = «A+J1s1+J2s2)a + (AB+J1s1+J2s2)(1-
-a) + 11w1(1-P1 ) + 12"w2,,)) / (I3w3) ; 

By the similar way it is possible 
to introduce some other characteristics 
of the given model. 

2.3 Conservation Laws 
The intensi ties of coming and servi

cing by the system flows of ' calls are con~ 
nected by conservation laws, that play an 
important role in the study of the models 
with repeated calls. Taking account of 
the above notations we have the following 
relations: 

= (A+J1s1+J2s 2 )aH + (1) 

+ (AB+J1s 1+J2s 2)(1-a)H + 11w1(1-P1 )H; 

J 28 2 = 12"w2"Z; 

11w1P1P2 = 12 ,w2 ,; 

11w1P1(1-P2) = 12"w2,,; 

12 ,w2 , = 13w3; 

(A(1-B)+(J1-J1)s1+(J2-J2)s2)(1-a)=I1w1; 

The method of proof of such relations 
for systems with repeated calls has been 
considered in general form in (6). 

These relations may be used for sol
ving many problems connected with repea
ted calls. One of them is finding rela
tionships between different probabilis
tic characteristics of the model. For 
example using (1) all la' a=1,2:2~3 can 
be expressed through I = 11+12 ,+12,,+13 
(here I is the mean number of busy li
nes of the bunch) by the following for
mulas 
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where w1P1P2 w1P1(1-P2) w1P1P2 f = 1 + ' + + 
w2 • w2" w3 

f1 
1 

f2' 
w1P1P2 

f2tt 
w1P1 (1-P2) • 

=y = ; = 
:fw2 • fw2" 

w1P1P2 
f3 = lW3 

With the help of conservation laws we 'can 
easy find the necessary ergodicity condi-' 
tion on the value of A for the case of 
absolutely persistent subscriber (H=1). 
Really, from (1) we have , 

A = Iw1P1(1-(1-P2)Z) / f. (2) 

It is true that I ~ v. Using this inequa
lity we have 

A ~ vw1P1(1-(1-P2)Z) / f. (3) 

, 

After direct substitution in (1) 'and sys
tem of statistical equilibrium equations 
it is easy to verify that the realization 
of the equality in (3) contradicts to the ' 
irreducibility of the Markov process Y(t). 
Thus we have finally the necessary condi
tion 

A ~ vw1P1(1-(1-P2)Z / f. , (4) 

Now we turn to applic~tion of conservati~ 
on laws in construction of algorithms of 
approximate analysis models with repea
ted calls. This problem would be discus
sed in the following section. 

It is clear that to find the charac
teristics of introduced model it is suf- ' 
ficient to know only the values ' of ' B, 
~k (k=1,2), L' = (AB+J1s1+J2s2), Ia..These 
characteristics we shall further name the 
maine characteristics and only for them 
we shall write approximate formulae. 

3. APPROXIMATE DESIGN OF MODEL 
3.1 The Principle of ConStruction of 

Approximate Algorithms 
We shall change the operation sche

me of the initial model so that the sto- ' 
chastic process~ describing the transfor
med (simplified) model, should have les
ser dimension and more convinient for 
calculation matrix of transition intensi
ties. We shall construct the simplified 
model by changing the input flow struc
ture and schedule of call service. As 
estimates of probabilistic characteris- , 
tics of the studied model we take values 
of corresponding ' characteristics of the 
simplified model. In order not to loose . 
the accuracy we demand for estimates fou
nd to hold relations, corresponding in 
the form to conservation laws (1) of the 
original model. For this purpose we shall 
introduce into the simplified model some 
unknown parameters whose specific values 
will be determined from :conservation 
laws considered as implicit equations 
with respect to these parameters. 

. This' method being applied to the in
troduced model gives a possibility to 
construct at once "$. number of approximate 
algorithms if perfome the following ac-
tions: . ' 

'1.At first we simplify 'the service 
process. 'We do not distinguish line occu
pati'on for 'specific phase, but fix ' only 
the total 'number of busy 'lines i .Assu
me ' that 'in the stationary state among i 
busy lines y ~i line's are occupied for 
a-th servic.e lJhase ,a = 1, 2', .2", 3. 
OtherwiSe the scheme ' of operation of the 
original model does not change_ 

, 2 ; Using the fact that s is consi
derably greater than s reptace the 
flow of repeated calls,2 formed ' due to 
non 'answer of called subscriber, by Poi
ssoniartwith intensity x2- Otherwise the 
scheme of operation of the original 
model' does not change. " 

2a.For the case when a:O we repla~ 
ce additionally a flow of repeated ' calls 
formed due to calling subscriber being , 

~~~~w~~eP~~:s~~~~eW~;ho~;:~;~YOfX1,1· 
the original model does not change. 

3.Replace the flow of repeated calls, 
formed due to blocking, by POissonian 
with intensity x1 • Realization of the 
last two steps means 'that we replace the 
whole flow of repeated calls by Poissoni
an with intensity , x = ~ + ~. 

The values , of unknowns 'Y1' Y2" 
Y2"~ Y3' : x." ~, ~,1 are found, by iter
ation procedure from the solution of im
plicit equations, obtained from the con
servation laws. At every step the dimen
sion of Markovian prOcess, describing 
the simplified model, decreases. After 
the first step 'we have 3-dimensional pro
cess, after the second - 2-dimensional, 
after the second {a} ' - 2-dimensional 
but with more convinient for ' calculations 
matrix of transition intensities, after 
the third - 1-dimensional. 

Consider the ~ealization of each of 
the steps of the proposed constructing 
procedure ' of approximate algorithms more 
pJ;'ecisely_ 
3.2 An Algorithm Based on Replacing the 

Mul ti-Phase Service Time to One-Phase 
To this algorithm we pass after tra

nsformations mentioned in the 'first step. 
Given simplified model is described by 
3-dimensional Markovian process. Let us 
denote by , P(j1,j2,i) . stationary proba-
bilities of the model. Here j1,j2 is the 
number of repeating subscribers of the 
corresponding type, and 1 ' - the number 
of busy lines in the bunch. Using the 
standart procedure, it is possible to ' 
write out the ' system of statistical equi
librium . equations, connecting P(.j1' j2' i). 
However; ' it ' is bulky to be present. For 
the estimate' ot: probabi:listic characteri-:-
stics of original model B, la' J1, J2, 
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L' we introduce corresponding characteris- equations of a form: 
tics 0: simplified model B1 ,Ia ,1,J1 ,1' 
J 2 ,1,L1 , which are defined as follows: P(j,i)«A+X2)(1-a(1-H))+ 

B1 = 2:: P(j1,j2'v) '(5) 
J v ' 

la 1 = ~ ~ P(j1,j2,i) iYa' a=1,2;2~3; 
, J i2! 

V 
Jk~= ~ ~ P(j1,j2,i)jk' k=1,2; 

L1 = ~ P(j1 " ~2,v)(A+~1s1+j2s2). 
J 

Values of introduced estimates de- ' 
pend on unknown parameters y, a=1,2;2~~. 
To find them let us use the c~ndition of 
holding relations (1) for es t imates (5). 
It is not difficult to show that thes e 
relations should really be held i f for 
Ya the equations hold 

Ya ~ fa' a = 1, 2: 2~ 3. (6) 

So to find estimates (5) for probabilis
tic characteristics of the original mo
del it is necessary to Solve the system 
of statist ical equilibrium equations 
t hat connects probabilities P(j1,j2,i)-
for Ya = fa' , a = 1, 2; 2~ 3. As the 
matrix of given system has not any proper
ties that make easier its calculation,we ' 
have to use iteration method to solve it. 
In the view of it it is necessary to li
mit the number of. unknowns i n the system 
of statistical equilibrium equations.For 
this purpose it is usually assumed that 
the number of repeating subscribers is 
limited and does not exceed an integer N, 
being chosen large enough. The error 
that we obtain in computing of characte
ristics after such reducing of -state 
space of the'studied process i s investi
g~ted in [6]. 
3.3 Algorithm Based on Transition to One

Phase Service Time and on the Flow 
of Repeated Calls Partly Replaced 
by Poissonian 
To this algori +:lrr: we pas s after tran

sformations menti oned in the second step. 
The simlified model studied here operat es 
as follows~ Two Poissonian flows of cal l s 
with intensities A and x2 come · to a 
full available bunch of v lines. If the 
call is refused service it will arrive 
next time in a random time that is expo
nentially distributed 'with a parameter 
equal to s1'. Besides, as before only the 
total numbe~ ' of busy lines ' i is fixed ' 
in the model, and the number of lines,oc
cupied f or the a-th phase is determined 
as iy • Such model is described by 2-
dimens~onal Markovian process~' Denote by 
P(j,i) stationary probabilities of the 
model: here j - is the number of repea
ting subscribers and i-is the number 
of busy ' lines ~ -

Probabilities P(j,i) are connected 
by a s,ystem of statistical equilibrium 

+jS1(1-aH)+i(Y1W1(!-P1)+YZ"W2t1+Y3w3)) = 

= P(j ,i-1?(A+X2) (1-a)+P(j-1 ,i) (A+x2)aH+ 

+ P(j+1,i-1)(j+1)s1(1-a) + P(j~1,i)(j+1)x 

~s1a(1-H) + P(j-1,i+1)(~+1)Y1w1(1-P1)H + 

+- P( j ,i+1) (i+1) (y 1w1 (1-P1 ~ ~ 1-H)+Y2~~W.2"+ 
+ Y3.W.3) , j = 0,1, . , •• ,' i ~ 0,1, ••• ,v-1; 

P~j'VX(A+x2)~+jS1(1~H~+V(Y1W1(1-P1)+ 

+Y2ttW2"~Y3w3)) = P(j,V-1)~~:x2)(1-a) + 

+ P(j-1,v)(A+X2)H + . P(~+1tV-1)(j+~)~1~1~a)+ 

+ P(j+1,v)(j+1)s1(1-H), j = 0,1, •• ~ • 

For P( j' , i) a normalization condition is 
satisfied. We use as estimates 'of proba
bilistic 'characteristics of original mo
del corresponding characteristics of sim-
plified model B2 , I ,J1 2' J 2 L' 

a;l, ,2' 2 
which are defined as follows ' 

00 c:x::J v 
B2 = jio , P(~,v); I a ,2 = Ya ~ ~P(j,i)i, T=O r;o 
a = 1, 2: 2',' 3 ; 

c;:;t:;;) v 
J1 2 = ~ ~ P(j,i)j; , ~ r:o 

ex:::> 

L2,= ifO P(j,v)(A+X2+jS1)· 

(8) 

Val~s of introduced estimates ' depend on 
unknown parameters y a - 1 2' 2" 3· 
:'lC:>. To find them we sfl~ll ~se'th~ c~ncli
t!on that relations (1) hold for estima
tes (8). It is not difficult to show that 
~hese rel~tions should really held i~ y 
1S determ1ned by relations (6) ru1d the a 
value.of x2 is ' the solution of implicit 
equat10n 

That can be solved by iteration method. 
Thus.fo: estimating the probability 

character1st1Cs of the original model 
with help of (8) it is necessary to solve 
the system of ' equations (7) for a set of 
values ~,r that .are convergent to X2. 
The nonzero 'elements of the matrix of the 
system of equations (7) marked with aster
isks ~e listed. in Table 1, with v = 2, 
N = .. 2. Here - N 18 the quantity that limits 
the number of . r.epea~ing subscribers j ~ N~ 
It i ,8 easy to see that with the numerati
on ,of the unknowns listed in Table 1 the ' 
matrix has -a tridiagonal block structure. 
For a # 0 the determinants of upper 
and lower diagonal blocks are not equal 
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to the zero. To solve (7) we use the mat- ' 
rix method of Gauss ( a ~ 0) or iterati
on method. 

j,i 
0,0 

Table 1 Nonzero elements of the matrix 
of . the system of equation (7) 

0,0 0,1 0,2 1,0 1,1 1;2 2,0 2,1 2,2 

* ~ * f-._- >--

0,1 ~ ~ * * ~ 
-
0,2 * * )4 * -
1,0 * * *' * 1,1 '* * * * *' * 1,2 * * * * ~ 

2,0 * * ~ 

2,1 * * * * 2,2 * * * 
For a=O case it is possible to ob

tain more convenient for calculations 
matrix of linear equation 'system if the ' 
original model is additionally transfor
med as in the step 2a. In this case in 
the simplified model presented at the 
beginning 9f the section 3.3 a Poissoni
an flow of calls of intensity x1 ,1 is 
added, and it is assumed that after the 
first phase being failed a call with a . 
probability equal to one leaves the sys
tem. Denote by P(j,i) probabilities of 
stationary states for the simplified mo
del of this type. They are connected by 
a system of equilibrium equations of a 
form 

P(j,i)(A+x2+jS1+i(Y1w1(1-P1)+ (10) 

+Y2"w2tt+Y3w3)) = P(j,i-1)(A+x2) + 

+ P(j+1,i-1)(j+1)s1 + P(j,i+1)(i+1)x 

JC(Y1 w1 (1-P1 )+Y2"w2 t1+Y3w3)' 
j = 0,1, ••• , i = 0,1, ••• ,v-1; 

P(j,v)«A+X2)H+jS1(1-H)+v(Y1w1(1-P1 )+ 

+Y2"w2"+Y3w3) :: P(j,v-1)(A+X2) + 

+ P(j+1,v-1)(j+1)s1 , + P(j-1,v)(A:X2~~ . + , 

+ P(j+1,v)(j+1)s1(1-H), j :: 0,1, ••• ,. 

Here x2 = x2 + l4,1 and for P(j,i).the 
normalization condition is sutisfied. 

By the analogous way the estimates ' 
B3, I a ,3' J1 ,3' J 2 ,3' L3 of correspon
ding probabilistic characteristics of 
the original model are defined: 

J2 ,3, :: ~ / s2 

+x., 1+js1)· , 
Further with aid of the condition 

of holding of relations '(1) for defined 
estimates (11) we obtain that 

Ya = fa' a = 1, 2: , 2~ 3 

and X2 is ,determined as a solution of 
implicit equation (12) 

X2 = 12':3(X2)w2ttZ +. I1,3(X2)w1(1~P1)H. 

IfX2 is the solution of (12) then x2 , 
L are determined from --1,1 

x2 = ~2':3(~)w2"Z, x.,,1 = x~ - ~. 
Equation - (12) is -solved by the iteration 
method. Thus for estimating the probabili
ty characteristics of the original model ' 
with help of (11) it is necessary to sol
ve the system ,of statistical equations 
(10) for a set of ' values X2 r that are 
convergent to X2. ' 

The nonzero elements of the matrix (10) 
marked with asterisks are listed in 
Table 2 with v = 2" N :: 2. It is easily 
seen in the Table that the matrix in this 
case also has a tridiagonal block struc
ture,but ' the structure of low diagonal 
blocks admits to reduce the solution of 
the whole system to the solution of 
(N+1)-th subsy'stem with (v+1) unknowns in 
each of them [2). . ' 

Table' 2 Nonzero elements of the mat
rix of . the , system . (10) 

J,~ 0,0 0,1 0,2 :1,0 1,1 1,2 2,0 2,1 2,2 
0,0 * }(- --
0,1 '* ~ *" ~ , 

0,2 * ~ * * 1,0 -}(;- '* 
1,1 * * * ~ 1,2 ~ ~ * *" * 
2,0 * *' 2,1 "* * }(-

2,2 "* * * 
3.4 Algorithm Based on the Application 

Qf Erlang's 'Formula 
It is constructed after transformat

ions of the original model mentioned in 
step 3. All the flow of repeated calls is 
replaced by Poissonian with intensity x. 
Denote by P(i) probabilities of stationa
ry states in the simplified model of this 
type. Here i-is the number of busy li-
nes. Probabilities P(i) are determined 
by equations 
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P(i) :: 2 · , 
'1+d+d /2! + ••• +dv Iv! 

(13) 

(A+x) (1-a) 
d :: 

Y-1 w1(1-P1)+Y2"w2"+Y3w3 • 

For estimating the probabilistic charac
teristics of the original model we shall 
introduce the corresponding characteris-
tics H4 , I a ,4' J1 ,4' J2 ,4' L4 of the 
simplified model that are defined as fol
lows 

J 1 ,4 :: (x~I2':4w2"Z) / s1 

J2 ,4::' 12':4w2"Z / s2 L4,:: (A+x)P(v). 

.Further with the help of condition of 
holding relations (1) for introduced est
imates (14) we obtain that Ya = fa' 
a :: 1, 2: 2': 3 and x ' is, determined 
by solving the implicit equation 

A(aHt( 1 ~a)(P+B4(g)(H-P)) 

x = 1-aH-(1-a)(P+B4(g)(H-P)) 
where 

(15) 

g = (A+x)(1-a)f/w1 , P = H-P1(H-(1-P2)Z). 

Equation (15) is solved by iteration 
metho'd. 

Thus, for estimating probabilistic 
characteristics of the original model 
with help of (1 5) it is necessary to 
use Erlangts formula for a set of ' valu
es xr that are convergent to x. 

In conclusion of the section we no
te that realization of natural limitati
ons to input parameters of the original 
model the equations (9),(12),(15) ' always 
h~ a unique solution ~ see [6J). 
4. APPROXIMATE ALGORITHMS' ACCURACY 
4.1 AnaIytical Results . 

Denote by BO' la,o' J 1 ,0' ~2,0,LO 
values of corresponding probabilistic 
characteristics of the ' original model: 
BO = B, la,O = la etc. Let us write , the 
as~ptotic formulae for Bkt Ia,k' J 1 ,k' 
J 2 ,k' Lk" k = 0,1,2,4 for A-O and 
A~oo. 
1.lntensity of p~imary calls A tends to 0. 

A(1-a)tf , a 

AH(1-P1 (1-a)) 

J 1 ,k - s1(1-aH-(1-a)P) 

(16) 

o(A) 

A(1-~)P1(1~P2)Z 

J 2 ,k ~ s2(1-aH-(1-a)P) = o(A) ; 

2.lntensity of primary calls A_co, 

"YW1 ~1-H:) 
Bk - 1 + f(1-a)A = o(}) ; (17) 

VW1(~-H)fa 

f(1-a)A = o(lt) ; 
a=1,2:2':3 

AH vw1P1H(1~(1~P2)Z) 

J 1 ,k - s1(1-H) ~ s1(1-H)f 
2 . 

vw1P1H(1-(1-P2)Z) 

s1f2(1-~)A = 0,(1) • 

Using ' ~ (17) ' and (1) it is easy to write 
the asymptotic ~ormulae for J 2 k and Lk. If a=O, then ' (16),(17) hold' . ' 
for k=3 also. The way of finding of asym
ptotic formulae for the original model 
(k=O) and for all the kinds of , estimates 
(k=1,2,3,4) can be found in [61. ' 
. We' proved that the introduced esti-
mates (5),(8),(14) are asymptotically ex
act for 'A-O and A-c::x4 This is a very 
important result that makes it possible 
to expect a high accuracy for the obtained 
approximate algorithms. This 'conclusion 
ie confirmed by numerical calculations. 
4.2 Numerical Study of Approximate 

Algorithms' Accuracy 
In Table 3 ' we listed the results of 

an exact and ,approximate with respect to 
formUlas (5),(8),(14) calculations of pro
bability characteristics B and J = J 1+J2 • 
The input parameters of the model take 
the fOllowing values: v=2, H=0.5, a::0.1, 
s1::20 , s2=5, w1=oo, · w2 .=w2,,=10, w3=2, 
P1c 1, P2::O.5, Z=0.5. 

! 
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10 
20 

~ 

0.5 
2 
3 
5 

10 
20 

Table 3 Results of an exact and app
roximate calculation 

B B1 B2 B4 
0.01910 0.01910 0.01916 0.01922 
0.1703 0~1705 0~1676 O~ 1808 
0;,2742 0.2745 0.2680 0.2974 
0.4'366 0.4371 0.4259 0.4782 
0.6579 0.6589 0.6478 0.7018 
0.8204 0.8214 0.8116 0.8444 

J J 1 J 2, J 4 
0~03260 0.03'260 0.03260 0.03266 
0.1259 0.1259 0.1255 0.1269 
0.1842 0.1842 0.1836 0.1860 
0;,2950 0.2949 0.2941 0.2975 
0.5569 0.5570 0.5563 0.5592 
1.064 1,.064 1.064 1.065 

An ' analysis of the numerical data 
confirms ' a sufficiently high accuracy of 
the introduced estimates in the cases ' of 
small and large losses, in particular. 
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5. UTILIZATION OF MODEL IN TOLL 
TELEPHONE SYSTEM ' 
The introduced model was utilized 

for calculating of characteristics of ope
ration quality of direct channel b~~h in 
toll telephone system. Calculation results 
were presented as nomograms of dependen
cies of main probabilistic characteristics 
Bc' M, Q, I, J 1 , J 2 etc (10 in total) 
from loss probability B (it ranges in two 
intervals from 0 to 10% and from ' 0 ' to ' 
95%). Due to great design volume the cal
cUlations were held commonly according to 
the simplest algorithm, presented in sec
tion 3.4. 

Input ' parameters ' take the values: 
v=12 + 300,H=0.6,0.75,0.9,a=0.15,1/w1=5, 
1/w2,=15,1/W2"=45,1/W3=250,P1=0.65~ 
P2=0.85,Z=0.3 f 1/S1 =20,1/s2=5 (here all 

values 1/. ~n sec.). 
For the example we show in Fig.2 the 

depencies B from B ' , ' and J from B' 
for differeRt values of v and H=0.75. 
Let us mention some problems that can be ' 
solved with help of nomograms calculated. ' 

i)Estimate of characteristics of cir
cuit operation quality. If the value of 
one of 10 characteristics,presented on 
nomograms is kriown, it is very easy to 
estimate the values of others. For examp
le if Bc (the general loss probability) 
is measured, then using the nomogr~s 
that expressed dependence Bc from B we 
find B and then - using the remaining no
mograms - all additional characteristics ' 
of operation quality of circuits M,Q,etc. 

ii)Estimate of circuit operation ' 

In Fig.3 it 'is ' shown the dependence 
of Bg :artd Q corr~spo~dingly from B for the 
foIl wing values 'of ~nput' parameters: , ' ' 
v= , ,1" , , 10, H=0.75, a=0.15, s1=10, s2=5, 
w1=c:o, , w2, ~ =w2,,=10, w3=2, P1=1, P2=0.85, 
Z=0.3. The data presented confirms the 
,correctness of the hypothesis. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 

On an example ,of complicated enough, 
model of full available bunch with multi
phase service and two types of repeated 
calls' sources we showed ~he application 
of methods introduced in [61 of approxima
te calculation of models with repeated 
calls, based on consequent simplification 
of the original model with the help of con
servation laws. An advantage of the ' calcu~ 
lation procedure is its evident formaliza
tion, achieved by conservation laws. From' 
here follows that method can be easily ex-
tended from one subscriber behaviour model 
to another. 
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